SDIC Monthly Managers Report
9/8/2022

Infrastructure:
-Evans Pump #1 repairs are underway. All the substructure connections have been removed, currently
waiting on Electrical and Head shaft decoupling. Pump and motor removal scheduled for Sept 14.
Operations:
-The large floating mats of vegetation at the North Pump station got so bad we had to rent an excavator
and remove them.
-While we had the excavator I decided to try and find a couple of the Toe Drains. The Toe Drain located
near the North Tide gates was located and appears to be in good shape. After multiple attempts the Toe
Drain at the south end of the Olsen farm was not found.
-Evans pumps have been off. Maintaining Santosh/Evans slough levels for irrigation using the North Tide
Gates.
-Kessi-Hovan-Sternberg-Cherry-North-Johnson-Smith-Honeyman set to 1.5’-2.0’ but hardly running.
Infrastructure & Operations-Looking Ahead / Action Items:
-Vegetation control activities will continue. Grass mowing will progress towards the southern end of the
perimeter levee, sub levee and pump station access roads. Mechanical blackberry removal will continue
along the perimeter levee. Small tree removal operations will also continue along both levees, working
north to south.
-Removal of the Evans #1 pump & motor
-Toe Drain Explorations
-Engage an engineering firm to conduct a hydraulic flow analysis for the Evans pump station to
determine the cause of the cavitation damage.
-Herbicide applications along both levees for the control of blackberry and woody plants.
-Conduct a boat tour of the perimeter levee with the current low river tides.
Personnel:
408’s:
-We have been notified by the USACE that funding for the national 408 program has been exhausted for
the fiscal year, most 408’s that are not petitioner funded have been put on hold until the new fiscal year
in October.
-Cadman Materials 408- I spoke to Cornforth and they have not received any word from them or USACE
and assume it is awaiting the geotechnical borings. The USACE project engineer for the project was
passed from Ross Foster to Megan Simon. Christy M. also notified us that she will be leaving Cadman
and the new contact is Sophie Mullen.
Accreditation / Lomar:
-Still waiting for the City of Scappoose to complete their expanded IDA through WEST.
Best Practices:
-The 3rd amendment to the SDIC bylaws approved at the annual meeting has been signed by all previous
board of directors and is being merged into the official SDIC bylaws.
Scappoose Storm Water Master Plan:
Rental Home:
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Legal:
Mercury TMDL:
-The SDIC Willamette Basin Mercury TMDL plan was completed, submitted, and acknowledged on Sept
2.
GM Action Items:
-2021-2022 SDIC Taxes
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